CONVEYOR SERVICES AND SUPPORT

Mid-Atlantic’s Largest Conveyor Distributor and Service Provider

Field Services & Fabrication Capabilities
Experienced Field and Service Technicians
Technician are MSHA Part 46 trained and Manufacturer Splice Certified. Prompt, reliable emergency service is available 24/7/365 days a year to help keep your conveyor systems running like new.
On-Site and On-Time Fabrication and Completion
Essential in any installation to shorten the schedule and minimize costly downtime.

Conveyor Belt Services and Vulcanizing
- Hot Vulcanizing Services - up to 84” All fabric, steel cable and Kevlar up to 3000 PIW
- Cold Vulcanizing - up to 120” All fabric
- Light Weight Conveyor Belting - food, industrial, packaging styles available.
- Belt Stringing Services - up to 96” wide.
- Pulley Lagging - all styles and types of head, tail, snub, bends, take-ups and drives. Lagged in shop or in place on system.

Component Change Out - idlers, bearings, drives, counter weights, take-ups; repair old or retrofit with new.
- Mechanical Work - coupling alignment, motor change out, controlled start device.
- Installation of Belt Cleaner Systems - and maintenance programs
- Steel, Chute and Skirtboard Fabrication

Conveyor / Machinery Alignment
- Rotating Plane Laser Alignment
- Optical Transit Alignment
- Complete Alignment Services - and surveys for all types of equipment involving bulk material handling, crushing, power generation, food processing, roll alignment, paper and plating mills.

Instrumentation & Process Control
- Automation of Conveyor Systems
- Scales
- Metering and Monitoring Sensors
- Bin Indicators
- Level Detectors
- In Field and In-house Technicians

Metal Fabrication
- All Types - of mild, stainless, and abrasion resistant steel up to 1” thick plate
- Rolling and Bending Services
- Complete Engineering - design, fabrication and erection of:
- Bins
- Bunkers
- Transfer Chutes
- Flop Gates
- Discharge Areas
- Load Zones
- Conveyor Sections
- Frames
- Supports

Service Centers
Allentown, Pa
ASGCO® Complete Conveyor Solutions
301 Gordon St.
Allentown, PA 18102
800-344-4000
Fax: 610-778-8991

Mariottsville, MD
ASGCO® Complete Conveyor Solutions
798 Mariottsville Road
Mariottsville, MD 21104
410-442-5122
Fax: 410-442-5188

Richmond, VA
ASGCO® Complete Conveyor Solutions
2371 Lanier Road
Rockville, VA 23146
804-719-9442
Fax: 804-719-9441

Need Solutions... to improve efficiency, safety and productivity? ask... ASGCO®
www.asgco.com | 24hr Emergency Hot Line 610.821.0210